
 

 

 

Year 11 Art Learning Journey (Term 1) 

 

Core knowledge AO Reference  

Mind map your identity. 
Research your identity. Include media, images and art influences on the page.  
Create a full and busy page in layers. 

AO1 
Identity mind map 

Identity page 

Present your work using the drawings as influence in the background. Mount 
your work onto coloured backgrounds. Leave a 1 cm border around the image. 

AO3 Realistic eye drawing page 

Annotate each drawing using technical language AO3 Realistic eye drawing page 

Mount your work using appropriate backgrounds and presentation. Use 
your work as influence on your chosen colour theme. 

AO3 Realistic pencil crayon page 

Annotate drawings using technical language. AO3 Realistic pencil crayon page 

Create a piece of work inspired by Hattie Stewart. 
Mount on the page with research in the style of Hattie Stewart. 

AO1 Hattie Stewart page 

Create a Loui Jover artist copy in paint and pages. 
Use his influence to create a piece using Photopea. 

AO1 
AO2 

Loui Jover artist copy 
Loui Jover inspired piece 

Copy the work of Frida Kahlo and mount into your book with research. AO1 Frida Kahlo page 

Copy the work of Marion Bolognesi and mount into your book. AO1 Marion Bolognesi page 

Research and copy the work of Francoise Nielly. AO1 
Francoise Nielly artist copy 

and page 

Add one more artist, Bisa Butler, Derek Gores or an artist of your choice. AO1 Extra artist pages 

Draw a realistic image that links to your identity. Use line, shape, tone and 

detail.  

 

AO3 
Realistic drawing page 

 

Combine one of your drawings with the technique of an artist. AO2 Experiments page 

Experiment with your background. Use an image or selection of images 
and artist influence. 

AO2 
Experiments page 

 

Experiment with different materials and media. Try an image in a 
different material. 

AO2 
Experiments page 

 

Try different sketches to work out what your final piece will look like. AO2 
Thumbnail sketches 

 

Produce your final piece. Follow your design, challenge yourself, show 
artist influence and a link to your identity. 

AO4 Final piece A2 paper 

 

 

Learning Checkpoints 



LC Title   

AO3 recording ideas   

AO4 Artist Understanding and Final Response   

 

 

Key Vocabulary 

 
 


